Back Up Lamps
A valox body back up lamp that features a 920112 deep
clear lens, 920367 socket and 1156 bulb. All B56 direct
aluminum replacements feature a ground strap that utilizes
the base of the lamp as a ground.
Recess mount, see pages 68 & 69 for mounting brackets.

2.000

1.625

3.000 DIA.
HOLE REQ'D.

4.062
DIA.

NOTE: Two back up lamps are required per vehicle
to meet F.M.V.S.S. 108 conformance.
PART NO.

560027
560037
560054

(4) .187 DIA. HOLES
ON 3.625 BOLT CIRCLE

BACK UP
Clear, valox body with 920413 cable choke seal installed
Clear, valox body
Clear, B56 replacement, valox body with ground strap

Cabinet, Meter & Dome Lamps
7.50

A tough nylon bodied lamp available in
both an incandescent or Multi-voltage LED
version. Both versions feature a 920497
clear lens. The incandescent version uses
a 920460 socket and 1156 bulb. The LED
version features a 920692 clear LED
assembly.

3.35

1.44
3.19

Bodies must be drilled and tapped for wire entry unless otherwise noted.
Recess mount, see pages 68 & 69 for mounting brackets.
NOTE: Two back up lamps are required per vehicle to meet F.M.V.S.S. 108 conformance.

730004
730008
730014

BACKUP
Clear, with 920413 cable choke seal installed
Clear, plug-in replacement lamp with 3 conductor plug
Clear, with 920420 wire choke seal installed

735004
735008

Clear, Multi-voltage single diode LED, with 920413 cable choke seal installed
Clear, Multi-voltage single diode LED, plug in replacement lamp with 3 conductor plug

PART NO.

A low profile dome or cabinet lamp with a 920077, 3
amp toggle switch. Incandescent bulb features a 920133
clear lens with a 920014 socket and a 1141 bulb. LED
version features a 710026 clear LED lens assembly. A
ground must be provided to all valox lamps

1.656

5.875 x 4.875
OVAL

NOTE: Incandescent lamps are designed for use with
1141 bulbs only.
PART NO.

820011
820311
820317
820319

CABINET/METER/DOME
Clear, aluminum body
Clear, Multi-voltage single diode LED, aluminum body
Clear, Multi-voltage single diode LED, valox body
Clear, Multi-voltage single diode LED, valox body with 920420
wire choke seal installed

A meter or cabinet lamp that uses a shielded
920055 deep lens and a 67 incandescent
bulb.

1.875

(2) .187 DIA. HOLES
5.437 ON CENTER

2.375

.218

2.000
1.625
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PART NO.

CABINET/METER/DOME

240003

Silver, aluminum body

.313 DIA.
HOLE REQ'D.

(2) .187 DIA. HOLES

Cabinet, Meter & Dome Lamps
A dome or compartment lamp available in both incandescent
and LED versions with a 920038 20 amp toggle switch.
The incandescent version uses a 920133 clear shallow lens,
a 920460 socket and 1141 bulb. The LED version uses a
710026 single diode Multi-voltage LED clear lens assembly.
All bodies must be provided with an internal ground.

2.531

5.875
DIA.

Bodies must be drilled and tapped for wire or cable entry.
(4) .187 DIA. HOLES
ON 5.437 BOLT CIRCLE

NOTE: Incandescent lamps are designed for use with 1141 bulbs only.
PART NO.

470013
470313

CABINET/METER/DOME
Clear, valox body
Clear, Multi-voltage single diode LED, valox body

A dome or compartment lamp available in both incandescent
and LED versions with a 920038 20 amp toggle switch.
The incandescent version uses a 920140 clear deep lens, a
920460 socket and 1141 bulb. The LED version uses a 710027
single diode Multi-voltage LED clear lens assembly. All bodies
must be provided with an internal ground.

3.750

5.875
DIA.

Bodies must be drilled and tapped for wire or cable entry.

(4) .187 DIA. HOLES
ON 5.437 BOLT CIRCLE

NOTE: Incandescent lamps are designed for use with 1141 bulbs only.
PART NO.

470043
470343

1.125

1.375

4.062 x 3.000
OVAL

1.250 DIA.
HOLE REQ'D.

(2) .187 DIA. HOLES
3.625 ON CENTER

PART NO.
2.250

1.125

500056
500356

4.062 x 3.000
OVAL

1.250 DIA.
HOLE REQ'D.

PART NO.

500057
(2) .187 DIA. HOLES
3.625 ON CENTER

500357

CABINET/METER/DOME
Clear, valox body
Clear, Multi-voltage single diode LED, valox body

A valox body threaded entry model dome or cabinet lamp
available in both incandescent or LED. Incandescent lamp
version features a 920115 clear shallow lens with a press fit
socket and a 67 bulb, or a 920111 clear deep lens with a
press fit socket and 1141 bulb. LED version features a
510055 Multi-voltage single diode shallow LED lens assembly or a 510056 Multi-voltage single diode deep LED lens
assembly. Bodies are furnished with a 1/4” N.P.T. wire
entrance. All bodies include an installed ground strap for
body grounding.
CABINET/METER/DOME SHALLOW LENS
Clear, B50 replacement, incandescent bulb with
ground strap
Clear, B50 replacement, Multi-voltage single diode
LED with ground strap
CABINET/METER/DOME DEEP LENS
Clear, B50 replacement, incandescent bulb with
ground strap
Clear, B50 replacement, Multi-voltage single diode
LED with ground strap
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Cabinet, Meter & Dome Lamps

NOTE: See page 18 for
aluminum dimensions.

A dome meter or cabinet lamp available in aluminum or valox bodies. Aluminum bodies feature
a 1/8” N.P.T .wire entrance and the valox feature a 1/4” N.P.T. wire entrance. The aluminum
bodies are only available in incandescent lamps
and feature 920048 clear lens with a 67 bulb.
The valox body is available in both an incandescent version that uses a 920057 clear lens and
a 168 bulb or in a LED version that uses a
221209 LED lens assembly.
PART NO.

CABINET/METER/DOME ONE END ENTRANCE

200023
200024
200224

Clear, aluminum body
Clear, valox body
Clear LED, valox body

2.000

1.625

4.000

1.437

.500

5.000

1.625

2.000

4.000

1.437

NOTE: See page 18 for
aluminum dimensions.

PART NO.

CABINET/METER/DOME TWO END ENTRANCES

210009
210010
210210

Clear, aluminum body
Clear, valox body
Clear, valox body, LED

A dome, meter or cabinet lamp in a valox body. Lamps
are available in both incandescent and LED versions.
Incandescent versions feature either a 920115 clear
shallow lens, 920367 socket with a 67 bulb or a
920111 clear deep lens, 920367 socket and a 1141
bulb. LED versions feature either a 510055 clear shallow LED lens assembly or a 510056 clear deep LED
lens assembly. B56 direct replacement lamps feature a
ground strap for body grounding.

.500

1.812

5.500

1.687

4.062
DIA.

3.000 DIA.
HOLE REQ'D.

(4) .187 DIA. HOLES
ON 3.625 BOLT CIRCLE

Bodies must be drilled or tapped for wire or cable
entry unless otherwise specified.
Recess mount, see page 68 for mounting brackets.

NOTE: See page 14 for
shallow lens dimensions.
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PART NO.

CABINET/METER/DOME SHALLOW LENS

560036
560060
560381
560383

Clear, valox body, incandescent bulb
Clear B56 replacement, valox body, incandescent bulb with ground strap
Clear, valox body, Multi-voltage single diode LED
Clear, valox body, Multi-voltage single diode LED with 920413 choke seal installed

PART NO.

CABINET/METER/DOME DEEP LENS

560051
560061
560382
560384

Clear, valox body, incandescent bulb
Clear B56 replacement, valox body, incandescent bulb with ground strap
Clear, valox body, Multi-voltage single diode LED
Clear, valox body, Multi-voltage single diode LED with 920413 choke seal installed

Cabinet, Meter & Dome Lamps
A dome, meter or cabinet lamp in a valox
body. Lamps are available in both incandescent and LED versions. Incandescent versions feature either a 920115 clear shallow
lens, 920367 socket with a 67 bulb or a
920111 clear deep lens, 920367 socket
and a 1141 bulb. LED versions feature
either a 510055 clear shallow LED lens
assembly or a 510056 clear deep LED lens
assembly. A 920078 3 amp toggle switch is
only available in the deep lens incandescent
bulb version but available in both shallow
and deep LED versions.

3.500

3.250 x 4.062
OVAL
(2) .187 DIA. HOLES
3.625 ON CENTER

Bodies must be drilled or tapped for wire or
cable entry unless otherwise specified.
PART NO.

CABINET/METER/DOME SHALLOW LENS

570025
570325
570344

Clear, valox body incandescent bulb without switch
Clear, valox body, Multi-voltage single diode LED without switch
Clear, valox body, Multi-voltage single diode LED with switch

PART NO.

CABINET/METER/DOME DEEP LENS

570026
570326
570342

Clear, valox body incandescent bulb with switch
Clear, valox body, Multi-voltage single diode LED with switch
Clear, valox body, Multi-voltage single diode LED without switch

Sealed Beam Work Lamps
Sealed Beam flood lamps feature a par 36 style bulb available in both incandescent and LED versions. The bulb is held in place with a
EPDM retaining ring with the same snap seal o ring sealing characteristics used in all Betts lighting. Bulb versions use a clear 4466 flood
and a 920234 retaining grommet, LED’s use a 920775 LED bulb and a 920734 retaining grommet. This retaining grommet is different
than the incandescent version due to the shape of the LED bulb. For additional bulb protection on the incandescent bulb versions a 920071
retaining grommet has been extended to allow a 920143 clear shallow lens that provides additional protection from bulb breakage. This
extended retaining grommet is not available in the LED version. All direct replacements for aluminum body lamps feature a ground strap
that utilizes the body as a ground.
Also available mounted in 920731 flush mount angled casting to give a 30 degree down and out illuminated viewing area when backing up.
Bodies must be drilled and tapped for wire or cable entry.

1.656

3.968

1.750

1.750

5.875
DIA.
4.750 DIA.
HOLE REQ'D.

5.875
DIA. 5.125
DIA.

(4) .187 DIA. HOLES
ON 5.437 BOLT CIRCLE

450533 shown
PART NO.

400044
400092
400072
400094
400094
400544

4.750 DIA.
HOLE REQ'D.

(4) .187 DIA. HOLES
ON 5.437 BOLT CIRCLE

400072 shown

SEALED BEAM FLOOD, SPOT, AND WORK LAMPS
Clear, valox body incandescent bulb, flood
Clear, valox body incandescent bulb, flood with ground strap
Clear, valox body incandescent bulb with extended grommet and lens, flood
Clear, valox body incandescent bulb with extended grommet and lens, flood with ground strap
Clear, valox body incandescent bulb with extended grommet and lens, flood with ground strap
Clear, valox body LED flood
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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